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Ring around the Underground
Linking the outer ends of the Tube

I G Liddell
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The text in this book is merely an indication of what might be possible …
or what might have been possible at the time of writing.

All walking routes are subject to change, but the pace of urban change
is greater than in rural areas.

Each reader must assess whether each part of the route qualifi es
as suitable or safe for public access.

The author does not warrant any point of legality or safety
in any part of the description of the route.

Thanks are due to the many people who have helped me with route-fi nding
and with intelligence local to a number of areas traversed by the route.

Their contributions enrich the route and the stories along it.
Clearly, any mistakes and misinterpretations remain with the author.

© 2020-22 IG Liddell

Front cover photograph: Metropolitan Line train at Ruislip station
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Walking from one Tube terminus to the next
The Ring around the Underground is a circuit, so you may start at any point. The total circuit 
comes in a litt le under 310km, though will change as development either forces diversion or 
brings opportunity for improved routing.

The narrative, though must have a start, and we have chosen Upminster: it is the only eastern 
limit, and the other three compass directions have multiple options for the limit in those 
directions.

The sections
There are twenty-two sections — the longest inter-terminal stage, from Upminster to Brixton 
(over 44km), has been split into two sections (each still among the longest) at the River Thames.

1 Upminster 23.74km Woolwich
2 Woolwich 20.52km Brixton
3 Brixton 10.42km Morden
4 Morden 13.43km Batt ersea Power Station
5 Batt ersea Power Station 11.69km Wimbledon
6 Wimbledon 9.05km Richmond
7 Richmond 17.69km Heathrow Terminal 5
8 Heathrow Terminal 5 23.78km Ealing Broadway
9 Ealing Broadway 15.94km Uxbridge

10 Uxbridge 4.99km West Ruislip
11 West Ruislip 26.53km Amersham
12 Amersham 4.19km Chesham
13 Chesham 18.22km Watford
14 Watford 14.99km Harrow and Wealdstone
15 Harrow and Wealdstone 5.14km Stanmore
16 Stanmore 2.79km Edgware
17 Edgware 5.49km Mill Hill East
18 Mill Hill East 7.34km High Barnet
19 High Barnet 5.58km Cockfosters
20 Cockfosters 17.45km Walthamstow Central
21 Walthamstow Central 19.45km Epping
22 Epping 28.13km Upminster

These sections naturally start and fi nish with transport options (there are three stations and 
numerous bus services near the Woolwich Foot Tunnel’s portal in Woolwich).

Of course, you are not restricted to doing exactly one section per day: there are many other 
breakpoints with convenient access to buses, trains or the Tube.
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Times and distances
Each section is headed by details of the section of the walk, including distance and duration.

The latt er is calculated with reference to Naismith’s Rule, which takes account of slope. For 
the purposes of the calculation, standard walking pace is set at 5kph: individual readers may 
adjust expected timings according to their natural speed.

Beware, though, of assuming that you can manage a faster gait: that will just put you under 
the cosh on expectations, and will leave you no time to stand and stare — or, in extreme cases, 
even to wait for the lights to change. Urban walking has its own forms of acceleration and 
deceleration, separate from its rural counterpart.

Logistics and transport
It is assumed that public transport will be used to get to and from the route (and that this 
walk will be tackled on a day-by-day basis, rather than as one continuous hike). In most cases, 
returning to a car after a day’s walk would involve travelling inwards, then back out to the 
start.

There are some places — Epping to Upminster, for example, or Chesham to Watford — where 
the lack of regular public transport will mean that you may need to plan a start and/or fi nish 
point for the day, rather than simply “stopping when you want”: these constraints are noted in 
the text. Most of the way, though, you are never very far from a bus stop or a station. You will 
need to refer to Transport for London (TfL) for transport information within Greater London, 
but it is useful to have access to the national Traveline journey planner for the times when the 
route takes you over the London boundary. Weblinks to these facilities are given at the end of 
this introduction.

It is always bett er to start out on your day’s travels as early as you can: after all, it doesn’t matt er 
whether your travel to the start in the daytime or the dark (and indeed, a large proportion of 
the to-and-from travel in preparing the route was in the pitch-black of the pre-dawn, and in 
the transition from day to night at the end of the walk). But there is more to it than using the 
available light to best advantage.

The crowds have not yet stirred themselves, and in winter, it is amazing how quickly the heat 
from the sun just switches off  at about 2pm (or earlier if you are to the north of higher ground).

It might seem unnecessary to carry provisions while walking in the big city, but hunting 
down shops can be dispiriting. If a café or pub is not reached at the right time of day (or is 
unexpectedly closed), gloom may set in. At the wrong point of the cycle of walking spirit, the 
need for a formal stop can disrupt the fl ow of the walk. In fact, if you stick rigidly to the route 
without deviation, there will be some long stretches along which you will not encounter a 
shop.

A small water bott le and some emergency nibbles should always be carried, and on some 
stretches, it can be handy to have a sandwich or similar, for an impromptu snack in a park, 
or at least on a bench. You are encouraged to make use of local facilities in the areas passed 
through, but you should also have a Plan B in your pocket or your backpack, whether for your 
own use, or for anyone you might meet who is in greater distress.
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Summary and skeleton directions
At the beginning of each section is a summary and a set of skeleton set of directions. The 
purpose of these is to allow the walker to carry just the pages required … as long as the walker 
is confi dent enough.

The route-fi nding is described in full detail in the narrative text 

Start Edgware Underground station — HA8  7AW

Finish Mill Hill East Underground station — NW7  1BS

Distance 5.49km

Duration 1 hour 11 minutes

Ascent 53m

Access Tube and bus at start and end of section. Bus on Bunns Lane en route.

Facilities All facilities at start of section. Shop at end of section.

Above, you will see the summary table from section 17: it is to be interpreted thus.

The start and fi nish locations are given, with a postcode for ease of homing in on an online 
map. Occasionally, the postcode will need to be qualifi ed by giving distance and direction, but 
most of the time, the hit will be close enough that there should be no ambiguity.

The distance is given in kilometres (after all, that’s how the grid squares are constructed on 
the map, so the rationale should be clear and unchallengeable), and the duration is based on 
Naismith’s rule at a fl at-ground pace of 5 kilometres per hour, and accounting for slope.

Public transport access details and facilities (for example, shops, cafés and public toilets) are 
given for the start and end of each section, and for signifi cant locations between these points. 
These are, of course, subject to fl uctuation. The reader is urged to check wherever possible, 
on availability and opening hours before sett ing out, and should not rely exclusively on their 
continuing existence. They are not meant to be exhaustive: in some areas, there will be many 
facilities within a short distance, and a representative selection will suffi  ce.

Please be certain that the mention of the existence of a facility does not imply its endorsement 
by the author.

Below, you will see the skeleton directions for section 17, exactly as they appear within the 
narrative in the sectional document.

17.1 Edgware stn. 0m

17.2 N from stn; R on Bakery Lane; R on Brook Avenue; ahead on path; L to West 
Way; R on Deans Lane to Dryfi eld Rd.

1090m

17.3 L; L on The Meads to end; L on L side of Lyndhurst Park to Bunns Lane. 1220m

17.4 R; under rly/M1; R (Rowlands Cl); L to end; R/L to Page St. 1440m

17.5 Cross; L/R to trackbed; R to end; keep to hedge on R (housing on L) to fence; 
L to Bitt acy Rd; R to end; R to stn.

1740m
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The red subsection numbers in the left-hand column are repeated at the appropriate position 
in the narrative for the section; the distances in the right-hand column are not cumulative 
within a section, but rather, they are the distances for the individual subsections as described 
in the cell to the left.

Skeleton directions are deliberately terse, with generous use of abbreviations: this is to ensure 
that the basic information for a section fi ts onto one page. Compass points are given by the 
initials N, E, S and W, combining to give the sixteen main directions in the usual way. Other 
abbreviations, such as pvt (for pavement) and stn (for station), should be obvious from the 
context.

Below, you will fi nd the above directions, rendered slightly less tersely, and with the 
abbreviations expanded. Note that these are still only skeleton directions, and that the full 
directions will be found in the narrative part of each section.

17.1 This section starts at Edgware station. 0m

17.2 Leave the station heading north, then turn right onto Bakery Lane. When 
you reach Brook Avenue, turn right to join it. At the end of the road, continue 
ahead on a path, and then turn left to pick up West Way. Turn right onto 
Deans Lane and follow it to Dryfi eld Rd.

1090m

17.3 Turn left onto Dryfi eld Road, then turn left onto The Meads. Follow The 
Meads to its end, and enter Lyndhurst Park. Keep left to walk along the 
left-hand side of Lyndhurst Park to Bunns Lane.

1220m

17.4 Turn right onto Bunns Lane, and follow it beneath the railway and the M1. 
Turn right onto Rowlands Close, and go left to follow the road to its end. 
Turn right and left in quick succession and follow the route out to Page Street.

1440m

17.5 Cross Page Street, then turn left and right in quick succession to reach the 
trackbed of the old railway; turn right and follow the trackbed to its end. 
When the trackbed gives out, keep close to a hedge on your right, with 
housing on your left, until you come to a fence. Here, turn left to reach Bitt acy 
Road: turn right and take it to its end, then turn right to reach the station.

1740m

Maps
You should always carry a map, to make sure that you are on the right route, The map should 
have suffi  cient coverage to the side of the route to navigate you to a place of safety in the event 
that things do not go according to plan.

To be perfectly frank, an up-to-date 
Ordnance Survey map is really the 
only option. Note that the author 
derives no monetary benefi t for that 
statement, which is simply the opinion 
of a satisfi ed user. Walkers are strongly 
encouraged to invest in an online 
subscription to OS Maps (see below 
for website details): the annual cost 
is less than that for three paper maps, 

Walton Bridge, site of post 84
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with the licence to print any maps (crucially for walkers, including those at 1:25000 scale) for 
personal use.

Never rely on using a mobile phone or tablet to deliver your map. In the fi rst place, unless 
you are using the OS Maps app in the fi eld, the map will not be adequate. Secondly, having 
autolocate turned on, always polling for position, sucks the life out of a batt ery remarkably 
(and worryingly) quickly. It may not be as life-and-death a problem as it was for the idiots who 
were trying to navigate across the Lake District by mobile phone, but it is still putt ing yourself 
in danger.

Online resources
There are some useful resources from the major transport players, and from others. A few of 
the most notable are listed below.

• Transport for London — htt ps://tfl .gov.uk/ 
Full details of TfL services, including timetables, bus route maps, status reports, 
live arrival data, journey planning, and more. Also, resources for walking routes in 
London.

• Traveline — htt p://www.traveline.info/ 
Journey planning for nationwide public transport. TfL is generally more detailed 
within London, but Traveline is needed when you stray beyond the TfL area.

• National Rail — htt p://www.nationalrail.co.uk/ 
Journey planning for rail services.

• Ordnance Survey — htt ps://osmaps.com/ 
Access to Ordnance Survey maps online, for desktop, laptop, tablet and smartphone. 
Printing maps is possible. Walkers are urged to take out a subscription (see above): 
the cost will be repaid countless times over.

• Bikehike — htt p://www.bikehike.co.uk/mapview.php 
Using OpenStreetMap, footpaths and cycle paths are overlaid on the base map. 
Useful for viewing link paths to and from the route.

• National Library of Scotland — htt p://maps.nls.uk/ 
It may seem curious to reference a library in Edinburgh for information about 
London’s underground network, but NLS carries an extensive collection of digitised 
historic maps covering the whole of Great Britain. These may be searched from an 
overlay on the modern map. In the narrative ext, if reference is made to “old maps”, 
then NLS will be your source.


